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Fine particulate air pollution (PM2.5) exposures are linked with Alzheimer’s and 
Parkinson’s diseases. AD and PD neuropathological hallmarks are documented in children 
and young adults exposed lifelong to Metropolitan Mexico City air pollution; together with 
high frontal metal concentrations (especially iron)–rich nanoparticles (NP), matching air 
pollution combustion and friction-derived particles. Here, we identify aberrant 
hyperphosphorylated tau, ɑ synuclein and TDP-43 in the brainstem of 186 Mexico City 
27.29±11.8y old residents. Critically, substantia nigrae (SN) pathology seen in 
mitochondria, endoplasmic reticulum and neuromelanin (NM) is co-associated with the 
abundant presence of exogenous, Fe-, Al- and Ti-rich NPs.The SN exhibits early and 
progressive neurovascular unit damage and mitochondria and NM exogenous engineered 
Ti-rich nanorods, also identified in neuroenteric neurons. Such reactive, cytotoxic and 
magnetic NPs may act as catalysts for reactive oxygen species formation, altered cell 
signaling, and protein misfolding, aggregation and fibril formation. Hence, pervasive, 
airborne and environmental, metal-rich and magnetic nanoparticles may be a common 
denominator for quadruple misfolded protein neurodegenerative pathologies affecting 
urbanites from earliest childhood. The substantia nigrae is a very early target and the 
gastrointestinal tract (and the neuroenteric system) likely key brainstem portals. The 
ultimate neural damage and neuropathology (Alzheimer’s, Parkinson’s and TDP-43 
pathology included) could depend on NP characteristics and the differential access and 
targets achieved via their portals of entry,thus where you live, what air pollutants you are 
exposed to, what you are inhaling and swallowing from the air you breath, what you eat, 
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1.Introduction  
Exposure to air pollutants has increasingly been associated with the most common 
neurodegenerative diseases affecting millions of people across the world: Alzheimer’s and 
Parkinson’s. 1- 21 Neuropathological evidence shows that Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is 
developing and progressing in children, teens and young adult residents of Metropolitan 
Mexico City (MMC). 15-16 In a forensic consecutive autopsy cohort of 203 MMC 
previously clinically healthy individuals (age 25.36 ± 9.23 y), all, except a 22y female with 
a TLR4 Asp299Gly polymorphism, exhibited AD hallmarks, as defined by the presence of 
phosphorylated tau protein (p-τ) and amyloid ß 17-24.22- 29  Rapid progression to 
neurofibrillary tangle (NFT) stages III-V was documented in ~25% of 30 - 40 y olds.  
 We have previously reported an overlap between the neuropathological hallmarks of 
AD and PD in young (≤ 40y) MMC residents, such hallmarks notably appearing in 
childhood. 9, 12-19, 30-34 Specifically, in a study of 179 MMC residents ≤40y of age, we have 
identified p-τ and Lewy neurites (LN) in the olfactory bulbs (OBs) of toddlers. 16 By the 
second decade (n:57), 84% of the OBs exhibited p-τ (48/57), 68% exhibited LNs and 
vascular amyloid (39/57) and 36% (21/57) diffuse amyloid plaques.  The overlap of AD 




































































with a marked dysmorphology in the ventral cochlear nucleus and the superior olivary 
complex.13, 31 The progressive involvement of the brainstem auditory evoked potentials 
(BAEPs) reflects the early brainstem participation in the neuroinflammatory and 
neurodegenerative processes. The compensatory plasticity, and increased auditory gain, are 
important in identifying strong non-invasive biomarkers of Alzheimer Continuum and early 
PD. 18, 34-36 
 As we have documented previously, young MMC residents are exposed lifelong to high 
levels of fine airborne particulate matter (PM2.5) and ozone, above the USEPA standards 
and WHO guidelines; they have high frontal concentrations of metal (especially iron)–rich 
nanoparticles (NPs) which match air pollution particles formed by combustion and friction 
processes, such NPs are also evident within both the heart and the neuroenteric system. 14, 
18, 37-39  The presence within key organelles of brain and heart cells of metal-rich, redox-
active, and strongly magnetic NPs raises important questions regarding their potential role 
in the development of AD and PD and extra-neural pathology in MMC residents.12-14, 17-
19,37, 39-41  Low air pollution, age and gender matched controls have not shown 
neurodegenerative or heart pathology.17,33,38  
 Across the world, a significant proportion of the population (including US residents) 
lives near highly-trafficked roads, where they are exposed to traffic-related air pollution 
(TRAP), a major contributor to urban air pollution. 42- 45 MMC experiences high levels of 
TRAP, in addition to pollution emitted both from industrial and natural (wind blown, 
volcanic, forest fires and trash and stubble-burning) sources.  Air pollutants associated with 
health impacts encompass a diverse range of components, including fine and ultrafine 
particulate matter (PM2.5 and PM0.1, respectively), containing diesel soot, transition metals, 




































































(PAHs).42, 44, 45 Of these components, ultrafine particles (PM0.1, i.e.  < 100 nm) are 
increasingly implicated in a wide range of adverse health impacts.46-47 Compared with 
larger particles, ultrafine particles are far more numerous, highly reactive, and able to gain 
access to all major organs of the body.48-51 
Of particular concern, transition metal-rich NPs, such as those formed abundantly as 
combustion- and friction-derived nanoparticles (CFDNPs), may act as catalysts for 
formation of reactive oxygen species (ROS) and for protein misfolding, aggregation and 
fibril formation.7, 10, 12,14-18, 32,33, 41, 53-63 
 Here, we investigate AD and PD neuropathological hallmarks in the brainstem in young 
MMC residents, and their associations with the presence, location and composition of 
exogenous, metal-rich NPs in the brainstem and cerebellum. Damage to the brainstem and 
cerebellum will extensively alter key networks modulating autonomic function, arousal, 
motor control and emotions.64 - 67  
 We have three primary aims: 1. to document, by immunohistochemistry, brainstem 
(including substantia nigra) pathology in a collection of 186 MMC autopsy samples from 
individuals 27.29±11.8y, and specifically, the presence of p-τ, alpha-synuclein and DNA-
binding protein TDP-43; 2. to quantify, by magnetic remanence measurements, the 
concentrations of ferromagnetic, iron-rich NPs in the substantia nigrae, tectum/tegmentum 
/periaqueductal gray (PAG) and cerebellum, in a representative subcohort (n:15, age 
34.33±15.6y, range 12-71y); and 3) to achieve, in a pilot sample, the first in situ 
identification of the composition as well as the location, size and shape of exogenous NPs 
in the substantia nigra of a 32y old subject, randomly selected from the cohort. For the 
latter aim, in order to achieve the required spatial resolution, i.e. to image and analyse NPs 




































































scanning and transmission electron microscopy (HRSTEM) and energy-dispersive X ray 
analysis (EDX). Precise early identification of NP composition, as well as size, location and 
concentration, are critical, since it will establish which organelles are targeted, the NP 
potential toxicity and the resultant biological impact upon key AD, PD and TDP-43 targets 
and connecting brainstem networks.  
 Our working hypothesis is that exposure to reactive metal-bearing NPs, abundant and 
pervasive in the urban atmosphere and environment, comprises a biologically plausible 
common denominator for fatal PD, AD and TDP-43 proteinopathies, starting in pediatric 
ages. 
2.Materials and Methods  
2.1 Study area air quality 
MMC residents are exposed frequently and lifelong to high levels of particulate air pollution, 
arising from traffic- and industry-related emissions, combined with unfavourable 
meteorology (pollution-trapping inversions).Even by conventional measures (i.e. mass 
concentrations of fine particulate matter, PM2.5/m
3), MMC residents are often exposed to 
pollution levels above World Health Organization (WHO) guidelines and US Environmental 
Protection Agency (USEPA) standards. The USEPA annual PM2.5 standard of 12 µg/m
3  and 
24-hour mean standard of 35 µg/m3 have been exceeded across the MMC area for the last 16 
years (Figure 1).68- 74 Typically, the highest PM2.5 concentrations occur in the NE sector, 
associated with intense industrial and heavy duty diesel traffic, and decrease towards the SW 
residential area.42, 45, 69, 70, 74 Exposures to ozone (O3) concentrations are also above the 
USEPA standards (annual fourth-highest daily maximum 8-hour concentration, averaged 




































































dioxide, sulfur dioxide and lead, displayed elevated levels prior to 2000, but have been at or 
below the current EPA standards in the last 20 years.  
 
Figure 1.  Trend of maxima PM 2.5 24-hour average concentrations registered in all monitoring stations of the 
MMC from 2004 to April 2020 and their comparison against the WHO daily mean average (blue solid line) and 
the US Air Quality Index AQI. Data correspond to measurements from the manual PM network of the SEDEMA 
under a 6-day sampling schedule. Source: http://www.aire.cdmx.gob.mx/default.php#  
 
In terms of health impact, however, it seems increasingly likely that ultrafine 
particles, of nanoscale dimensions (< 100 nm, so referred to here as nanoparticles, NPs), 
may pose a major risk. NPs are present in urban air in large numbers, are currently neither 
monitored nor regulated, and, notably, show little correlation with conventional mass 
concentration measurements, e.g. PM2.5. At heavily trafficked roadsides, NP numbers can 
reach values in excess of 130,000/cm3 (Dr. Maher personal communication, data measured 
in 2019, Manchester, U.K.). Although the majority (~90%) of airborne NPs consist of semi-
volatile, carbon-bearing phases, the primary, solid, vehicle-derived NPs are often enriched in 
highly reactive transition metals, especially Fe, Cu, Mn, Ti and Cr and other metals including 




































































of such NPs, collected and analyzed (n=572) by transmission electron microscopy, contain 
Fe, Pb or Zn.78 Taking account of the abundance of NPs produced by vehicle brake wear 41, 
we describe such particles as combustion- and friction-derived nanoparticles (CFDNPs).  
2.2 Study design and samples  
One hundred and eighty-six forensic MMC autopsies, age 27.29±11.8y old (range 11 
months to 40 years) were selected for this study, from sudden causes of death that did not 
involve the brain; all have previously been staged for AD and for olfactory bulb ɑ 
synuclein, ß amyloid and pτ pathology.15, 16 Autopsies were performed 3.7 ± 1.7 h after 
death. Cases were consecutive and included unrelated subjects with no pathological 
findings at the general autopsy other than the acute cause of death. Examination of autopsy 
materials was approved by the Forensic Institute in Mexico City and autopsies were 
performed in a five year period between 2004 and 2008. Brains were examined 
macroscopically, sections were selected for light and electron microscopy, and frozen 
tissues stored at minus 80°C until processed. Age, gender and Apolipoprotein E (APOE) 
status in Supplemental Table 1.  
Brainstems were sectioned from the midbrain at the level of the superior colliculi to 
the lower medulla, with an average of 13.6±4.4 paraffin blocks and 48.7±12.0 slides per 
individual paraffin block examined. Paraffin embedded tissue was sectioned at a thickness 
of 7 μm and stained with hematoxylin and eosin (HE). Immunohistochemistry (IHC) was 
performed on serial sections as previously described.15 Antibodies included: PHF-tau8 
phosphorylated at Ser199-202-Thr205 (Innogenetics, Belgium, AT-8 1:1000), α-synuclein 
phosphorylated at Ser-129, LB509 (In Vitrogen, Carlsbad, CA 1:1000) and TDP43 




































































synucleinopathies and TDP-43 hallmarks in each brainstem included substantia nigrae. 22-24,  
26-29, 79-87 
2.3 Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM), High Resolution Scanning TEM (HRSTEM) 
and Energy Dispersive X Ray Analysis (EDX) 
Separate sets of tissue blocks were prepared for initial, conventional bright-field TEM 
(osmium-stained) and for HRSTEM and EDX (no osmium staining); tissue sections were 
100 nm thickness. The focus of the conventional TEM (JEOL-1011, Osaka, Japan, operated 
at 80 kV), of substantia nigrae, tectum, tegmentum, periaqueductal gray (PAG), and 
cerebellum, was observation of the integrity of the neurovascular unit and defining the 
location of the electrodense NPs present within target organelles and cell types and the sub-
cellular pathology. In order to achieve detection and elemental analysis of intra-cellular 
NPs, high-angle annular dark field (HAADF) scanning transmission EM (STEM) was used 
(heavier elements displaying brighter contrast), in combination with multi-detection EDX.  
TEM grids (holey carbon films on nickel support grids) were randomly selected (2 from 10 
grids), carbon-coated to prevent surface charging effects, and scanned using a FEI Titan3 
Themis 300 STEM, operated at 300 kV. In identifying the elemental compositions of NPs 
by EDX (FEI Super-X 4-detector system), a probe current of 60 pA was used to acquire the 
elemental maps, in order to limit any beam-induced damage.  
2.4 Magnetic remanence 
For room-temperature measurements of saturation remanent magnetisation (SIRM), 
fresh/frozen tissue blocks were prepared by trimming of all external surfaces with a 
ceramic knife, to remove any possibility of external metallic contamination. All sub-
sampling was done in a class II biological safety cabinet inside a class III biological 




































































throughflow was sampled using a Leland Legacy pump (SKC, Dorset UK) at 7.5 L/min 
through a magnetically-‘clean’ 1 µm PTFE filter, in order to quantify any airborne 
magnetic ‘background’ during the few minutes of in-cabinet tissue exposure during 
trimming/sampling. Once trimmed, each sample was subjected to freeze-drying (48 hours, 
Christ Alpha 2-4 LD plus) and placed in pre-measured sterilised polystyrene sample pots 
(10cc) for superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) magnetometry (RAPID 
2G DC magnetometer, 2G Enterprises, California USA; mean background noise level ~1 x 
10-12 Am2). All measurements were carried out at room temperature (293 K ±0.5 K) at the 
Centre for Environmental Magnetism and Palaeomagnetism, Lancaster University. First, 
the natural remanent magnetisation (NRM) of each sample was measured. Then, SIRMs 
were generated in a direct current (dc) magnetic field of 1 Tesla (T), using a Newport 4” 
Electromagnet Type A. All SIRM values were mass-normalized for freeze-dried brain 
weight (kg). The NRM or SIRM of all measurement materials (styrene pot, cling film) was 
measured for every individual sample, and subtracted, in order to isolate the SIRM of the 
tissue sample. Concentrations of magnetite in the brainstem samples were estimated from 
their SIRM values, using an experimentally-derived value of 11.5 Am2 kg-1 for a pure 
magnetite powder, consisting of interacting, mixed, single domain and superparamagnetic 
(ave. diameter ~31 nm) magnetite particles.88 
3. Results 
3.1 Brainstem Neuropathology  
The AD staging (pτ), substantia nigrae (SN) pτ and ɑSyn scoring, and the DNA-binding 
protein (TDP-43) results, are shown in Suppl Table 1. The earliest immunohistochemical 




































































medulla, followed by Lewy neurites (LNs), as described previously.15, 16 Aβ data was taken 
from the two previous publications.15, 16  When comparing the Alzheimer’s staging from 
previous works and substantia nigrae pτ in the different age groups i.e., 0-20y, 21-40 and 
≥41y olds, it is clear the presence of pτ in SN is an early and common finding. The 
presence of ɑ synuclein in the SN was similar in the 0-20y and the 21-40y cohort (~20%) 
and increased in the older ≥40y cohort (n:7). On the other hand, TDP-43 abnormalities 
showed minimal variation within the 0-40y range. Immunocytochemical profiles of the 43-
kDa transactive DNA-binding protein were characterized by loss of nuclear TDP-43 
expression with powdery (dash-like) cytoplasmic particles80, 85,86 associated with 
morphological changes of progressive degranulation of dopaminergic SNpc pars compacta 
neurons. 
3.2 Representative substantia nigrae and brainstem Hyperphosphorylated tau (pτ), β 
amyloid, Alpha Synuclein, and DNA-binding protein TDP-43 Immunohistochemistry. 
We documented α-Syn in 23% (n:42), 55% had pτ (n:100) and 18.68% (n:34) had TDP-43 
(Suppl Table 1). Positive pτ neurites and nuclei in brainstem and SN were identified in 
toddlers (Figure 2A). TDP-43 pathology in a 11m old baby was identified in substantia 
nigrae pars compacta (SNpc) neurons and was characterized by isolated neurons with 
complete loss of nuclear TDP-43 expression (Figure 2 B, C). The same baby had diffuse 
Aβ plaques in frontal cortex (Figure 2D). Teens showed nuclear pτ in brainstem nuclei (i.e., 
oculomotor nucleus and accessory parasympathetic nucleus) and pτ neurites and nuclear 
positivity in SNpc (Figures 2E, F, G). Extensive arteriolar Aβ accumulation (amyloid 
angiopathy) was present in supratentorial cortical frontal and temporal lobes, along diffuse 
Aβ plaques (Figure 2 H, I). Alpha-synuclein positive neurites were previously seen in 




































































involvement and other nuclei (i.e., locus ceruleus, dorsal vagal nucleus), was extensively 
documented in teens (Figure 2J). TDP-43 pathology in the brainstem was characterized by 
dash-like immunopositive particles in the vicinity of the cell nucleus (Figure 2 K) with 
complete loss of nuclear TDP-43 expression.This type of pathology was mostly seen in 
lower brainstem levels,including medulla and pons and in relation to reticular formation 
intermediate and large cell neurons in the median column.Teens also showed the presence 
of glial cytoplasmic inclusions with a coiled-body like morphology (Insert in Figure 2K). 
Subjects in the third and fourth decades of life showed advanced lesions, i.e., 32 y old male 
(subject #20 in Table 1) with diffuse and mature Aβ plaques in frontal cortex (Figure 2L) 
with reactive GFAP astrocytes surrounding the plaques.Extensive pτ neurites and 
neurofibrillary tangles are seen in the SNpc of the same 36y old male as above.Alpha-
synuclein positive granules were seen in SNpc in this 26y old female (#15 in Table 1)  
(Figure 2N and insert).While cytoplasmic α-Syn was a frequent finding, Lewy bodies were 
rare and associated with extensively degranulated neurons (Figure 2O).By the third decade, 
SNpc TDP-43 nuclear clearing with progressive neuron degranulation was in place (Figure 
2P). TDP-43 pathology was observed in substantia nigrae, non-motor neurons including 
reticular nuclei, and pontine neurons with nuclear clearing and dash-like particles, but no 
neuronal somatic skein-inclusions. Pictures of abnormal SNpc neurons using hematoxylin 
and eosin H&E are seen in Figure 2 Q-Z to illustrate a common finding from childhood: 
neurons with typical hyaline cytoplasmic inclusions in 14y olds (T) surrounded by 
macrophages and extraneuronal deposits of NM, as the MMC resident gets older, the 
changes are striking(Figure 2Y,Z).  




































































TEM findings for the SN were remarkable in relation to early neurovascular unit pathology. 
Extensive breakdown of the neuropil was present around blood vessels with clusters of 
lipids, lipofuscin and vacuolated neuropil around vessel walls (Figures 3A, B).  
Perivascular neuropil breakdown and damaged axons were constant findings (Figures 3B, 
C). Rounded electrodense NPs were common in red blood cells (RBC) in close contact with 
endothelial cytoplasm in small vessels and inside endothelial cell nuclei (Figure 3D). The 
measurable size of the NPs in the SN was in the range of 9-60 nm (average 19± 6 nm). 
SN neurons show progressive accumulation of neuromelanin (NM) starting at age 
11 months (Figures 4A, B) and by age 12y, NM granules are already accumulating in 
paranuclear neuronal location (Figures 4C,D).Clusters of NPs were commonly associated 
with heterochromatin (Figures 4E,F). Strikingly, NPs were present in NM granules, dilated 
ER, abnormal mitochondria and in mitochondria in close contact with NM (Figure 4G, 
H(insert), I). Oligodendroglia showed adjacent large axons with myelin breakdown and 
contracted axons (Figure 4J). Fibrillary ill-defined structures were seen in the midst of NM 
with numerous NPs and twisted tubules (Figure 4K). Dilated ER, abnormal mitochondria 
and mitochondrial-endoplasmic reticulum (ER) contact sites (MERCs) were common in SN 
neurons (Figure 4L). In subjects in the 4th decade and beyond, the abundance of NM was 
striking (Figures 5A, B, C). Membranous, vesicular and lipid Lewy body-like structures 
were identified inside SN neurons. 87 (Figure 5D). SN blood vessels showed endothelial 
cells with abnormal tight junctions (TJs) (Figure 5E, F). Vascular β-pleated sheets were 
observed in blood vessels in close contact with lipofuscin (Figure 5H).Perineuronal 
macrophage-type cells were common around neurons (Figure 5 I), with numerous 
lysosomes, a rare one containing contain a lattice image with several layers of well ordered 




































































old male included in figures 7 and 8. Extensive damage to the SN NVU is seen with loss of 
perivascular astrocytic processes, and myelinated and unmyelinated axons. Macrophage 
processes surround one small blood vessel in the midst of neuropil breakdown (Figure 6A). 
NM is closely associated with NPs; mitochondria exhibited NPs both inside the matrix and 
in the double membranes (Figure 6B, C). 
In order to identify the elemental composition of the observed intra-cellular, electrodense 
NPs, SN sections from a 32y male were additionally subjected to HRSTEM and EDX. 
HAADF-STEM images revealed the abundant presence of NPs, often in groups or clusters, 
in close association with mitochondrial structures and neuromelanin (Figures 7-9).  
 
Figure 7 A, B. High magnification high-angle annular dark field-scanning/transmission electron microscopy  
(HAADF-STEM) of SN tissue, 32 y old subject (also please see Figure 8); B: a higher magnification image of 
the bright, electrodense NPs (marked as 1, 2 and 3) shown in the area in the white box in A. C. EDXA 
spectrum for the area shown in B. D – F. elemental maps for the area shown in B.  
 
Figure 7 shows the presence of NP clusters, of different sizes, shapes and compositions, in 
close association with NM in the SN of this 32y old. Some NPs appear as rounded 




































































(Figure 7D) and iron (Figure 7E). The cluster of smaller, distinctively elongate NPs (group 
3 in Figure 7) is dominated by titanium (Figure 7F). The EDX spectrum, Figure 8C, 
displays additional marked peaks in silica and nickel, arising from the nickel TEM grid, and 
chlorine, which occurs all over the analysed area (Figure 7G), likely reflecting some aspect 
of sample preparation. Similar metal compositions are evident for NPs seen in association 
with, and apparently traversing, the double membrane of an SN mitochondrion (Figure 8). 
In addition to the rounded aggregates of aluminium- and iron-rich particles, discrete and 
elongate particles of titaniferous composition are evident (Figure 8 E, J).  
 
  
Figure 8. A and F: HAADF-STEM of NPs around a mitochondrion in SN tissue, 32 y old subject (B and G 
higher magnification images of the bright, electrodense NPs shown in the white box in A and F, respectively); 
C – E: elemental maps for the particles in the white box shown in A; H – J: elemental maps for the area 
shown in F.  
 
 
These latter titanium-rich, acicular NPs are particularly distinctive; in our prior work on 
frontal tissue samples, we have not seen particles with this elongate morphology, nor have 
we observed them in urban roadside particulate air pollution samples. Conversely, we have 




































































which, we infer, have been ingested and/or swallowed from airborne sources, and which 
have traversed the small bowel epithelium to access the neuroenteric pathway. 
 
      
Figure 9A and B: HAADF-STEM of Ti-bearing elongated laths, in neuroenteric tissue sample from a 39y old 
male with both AD and PD hallmarks; C EDX spectrum for the area imaged in A and B (NB Cu peaks reflect 
the use of a copper TEM support grid).  
3.4 Magnetic remanence 
Figure 10 and Table 1 summarise the SIRM values for each of the SN, tectum, tegmentum, 
PAG and cerebellum tissue samples measured, versus age. Individual subjects display 
variable SIRMs, with little apparent correlation with age. However, the three brain regions 
(Figure 10A – C) display significant differences (Fig. 10 D, p-value = 0.0116) in their 
magnetic content.  Median SIRM values (all × 10-6Am2kg-6) vary from 1.445 for SN 
samples, 2.97 for tectum/tegmentum/PAG, and 4.75 for cerebellum. The estimated 
ferrimagnetic concentration and numbers of magnetite-like NPs range from 0.02– 3.15 
(median 0.11) µg/g dry wt and 0.22 to 39 (median 1.36) × 109 /g, respectively for the 
measured SN samples; from 0.04 – 2.15 (median 0.22) µg/g dry wt and 0.53 to 26.65 
(median 2.67) × 109/g for the tectum/tegmentum/PAG samples; and from 0.03 – 2.63 







































































Figure 10.  Room-temperature SIRM values versus age for A. SN samples, B. tectum/tegmentum/PAG, C. 
cerebellum, and D. box plots, showing significant differences between the magnetic content of the 3 regions 





 (10-6 Am2 Kg-1) 
Magnetite concentration 
µg/g 
No. magnetite particles 
109/g 
    SN TTP CB SN TTP CB SN TTP CB 
1 12 1.8 3.92 3.31 0.13 0.28 0.24 1.61 3.52 2.97 
2 15 1.36 13.7 6.05 0.10 0.99 0.44 1.22 12.30 5.43 
3 15 9.37   0.3 0.68   0.02 8.41   0.27 
4 17 1.52 0.5   0.11 0.04   1.36 0.45   
5 17 0.53 4.57   0.04 0.33   0.48 4.11   
6 20 36.23 15.32 10.16 2.63 1.11 0.74 32.52 13.75 9.12 
7 20 1.02 0.63 2.11 0.07 0.05 0.15 0.91 0.57 1.89 
8 20     0.5     0.04     0.45 
9 20     3.37     0.24     3.02 
10 22 0.52 0.87 30.2 0.04 0.06 2.19 0.47 0.78 27.11 
11 23 1.37   6.07 0.10   0.44 1.23   5.45 
12 24 1.02 5.55 1.03 0.07 0.40 0.08 0.92 4.99 0.93 
13 24 0.89 0.95 4.49 0.07 0.07 0.33 0.80 0.85 4.03 
14 26 0.6 3.37 0.69 0.04 0.24 0.05 0.54 3.02 0.62 
15 26 4.08 0.49 11.72 0.30 0.04 0.85 3.67 0.44 10.52 
16 27 0.53 1.02   0.04 0.07   0.47 0.92   
17 29 1.9 24.73   0.14 1.79   1.70 22.20   




































































19 31 1.54 5.72 15.93 0.11 0.41 1.15 1.38 5.13 14.30 
20 32 2.95 2.97 5.01 0.21 0.22 0.36 2.65 2.67 4.50 
21 34     2.84     0.21     2.55 
22 35     14.25     1.03     12.79 
23 36 2.35 1.39   0.17 0.10   2.11 1.25   
24 39 0.9 8.78 6.51 0.07 0.64 0.47 0.81 7.88 5.85 
25 45 1.1 1.99 1.32 0.08 0.14 0.10 0.99 1.79 1.19 
26 50 2.07 3.91 6.47 0.15 0.28 0.47 1.86 3.51 5.81 
27 61 0.2 1.86   0.02 0.14   0.18 1.67   
28 71 3.62 4.92 18.46 0.26 0.36 1.34 3.25 4.42 16.57 
29 75 0.29 1.96   0.02 0.14   0.26 1.76   
30 75 2.64 1.22   0.19 0.09   2.37 1.09   
31 85 5.23 0.34   0.38 0.03   4.69 0.31   
 
Table 1. Room temperature SIRM values for a representative sub-cohort of the MMC subjects, and calculated 
concentrations and number concentrations of magnetite NPs: SN = substantia nigra; TTP = 
tectum/tegmentum/PAG; CB = cerebellum. 
 
4. Discussion 
We are documenting in a collection of 186 brainstems from Mexico City residents 
age 27.29±11.8y old, the striking overlap of hyperphosphorylated tau, ɑ synuclein and 
TDP-43- markers of AD and PD-, and, surprisingly, transactive response DNA-binding 
protein TDP-43 (a marker for amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) and frontotemporal lobar 
degeneration with ubiquitin-positive inclusions (FTLD-TDP)89- 96 strongly supporting a 
common denominator impacting the brain early in life. The brainstem and cerebellum are 
critical not only because they host key networks modulating autonomic function, arousal, 
motor control and emotions,64-67, 97 but because damage to specific nuclei and network 
connections shed light on associated early clinical manifestations and critical portals of 
entry of our culprit: metal-rich exogenous nanoparticles.98  The dominant presence of Fe, 
Al and Ti in the NPs present in substantia nigrae (SN) mitochondria, points unequivocally 




































































concerns. TiO2 NPs are widely manufactured for use in both domestic (e.g. cosmetics, 
sunscreens) and industrial (e.g. paints, coatings, electroceramics, solar cells) applications 99-
101 and are abundant in E-waste.51   Al-rich NPs are also abundant in airborne pollution, 
and, together with Fe and Ti, have been reported in high concentrations in Beijing 
residents’ serum and pleural effusions.102  
The SN presence of distinctive, acicular NPs of titanium-rich composition indicates that 
NPs have different portals of entry and subsequent transport routes - and, hence, potentially 
different brain targets. We have not previously observed elongate Ti-rich NPs in frontal or 
heart samples, nor in roadside airborne PM. Conversely, we have imaged and analysed 
similar particles in the neuroenteric system (myenteric plexus neurons), suggesting that 
these engineered NPs have accessed the brainstem via axonal transport, having traversed 
the gut wall after ingestion (e.g. with food) and/or being inhaled and swallowed. These 
observations are consistent with the key work of Holmqvist et al.,103 showing the transport 
of αSyn via the vagal nerve to the dorsal motor nucleus of the vagus in a time-dependent 
manner, and the monosynaptic nigro-vagal connections discussed by Anselmi et al.104, 105  
Notwithstanding the possibility of intra-cellular dissolution and (slow) clearance of 
exogenous particles40 the brainstem metal-rich NPs may reflect the prevalence of those 
species in the environment to which these young urbanites have been exposed.106 Specific 
metal cytotoxicity is evident from abundant in vitro and animal studies, e.g., TiO2 NPs 
produce upregulation of miR-29b-3p reinforcing apoptosis, imbalance in the Th1/Th2 cells, 
small intestine physical(ileum) barrier structural changes in a dose-dependent manner, and 
epigenetic changes. 107-112, 55 Food sources of TiO2 NPs are substantial107, concentrations in 




































































Peters et al.110 described in 15 human autopsies abundant TiO2 particles in ileum > 
jejunum> kidney>spleen>liver in the size range of 50-500 nm, modal size 100-160 nm and 
~ 17% <100 nm.  
It is remarkable, the distinctive, elongate Ti-rich nanorods observed in the SN and 
neuroenteric samples here differ from the mostly spherical TiO2 common in food additives, 
and may instead reflect handling of, for example, e-waste, or plastics.99, 100, 113 
In terms of Fe-rich, ferrimagnetic NPs, the amount of midbrain magnetite measured 
here varies from subject to subject, an expected finding for individuals with different NPs 
exposure levels. However, our observation that the amount of magnetite varies significantly 
between the three different brain regions examined here (cerebellum > 
tectum/tegmentum/PAG > SN) is striking. Gilder et al.’s 114 study of 7 formaldehyde-fixed 
brains displayed ~60 × lower magnetic contents, with little variation between the 7 
subjects, but highest magnetite concentrations in olfactory bulb, brainstem and cerebellum. 
Our findings suggest that different NPs appear to have different portals of entry: Fe- and 
Al-rich NPs via inhalation and circulation and Ti-rich nanorods via neuroenteric axonal 
transport. Thus, it is possible that the significant differences in magnetite content seen here 
between the SN, tectum/tegmentum/PAG and cerebellum might reflect not only the nature 
of the anatomical structures (i.e.,cluster of SN neurons versus intraxonal flow in afferent 
and efferent fibers) but also differential targeting of specific brain regions and cellular 
targets by NPs with differing exogenous sources,chemical composition, size,shape and 
entry portals. Thence, the ultimate neural damage and neuropathological hallmarks incurred 
would depend both on the NP characteristics and the differential access and targets 




































































With regard to the SN, much published evidence demonstrates that both Fe-oxide 
and Ti-oxide NPs produce cytotoxicity and oxidative stress in specific targets including 
dopaminergic cells, leading to αSyn aggregation and fibrillation.60, 115- 123   
No matter what the entry portal, the chronic delivery of exogenous Fe-rich NPs to 
the brain is likely to induce oxidative stress and neuroinflammation.60, 55, 124, 125 Release of 
free Fe ions, e.g. within acidic lysosomal environments, can catalyse increased and 
uncontrolled production of reactive oxygen species (ROS) through the Fenton reaction 60, 55 
and neuroinflammation.125-129 The presence of strongly magnetic NPs in the brainstem and 
cerebellum, in number concentrations of up to 39 × 109/g (dry wt) tissue may carry 
additional and specific significance; not only providing a source of reactive Fe, but also 
acting synergistically to promote the toxicity of amyloid-β, as shown by in vitro studies.130 
Indeed, magnetite NPs have been found directly associated with senile plaques and 
amyloid-β fibrils in an AD brain131, and may contribute directly to Alzheimer-like 
neurodegeneration changes.132-134 Depending on their location, concentration, size, degree 
of aggregation and magnetic interactions between NPs, magnetite NPs might also damage 
target organelles and cells through hyperthermia and/or magnetic rotation effects. Because 
magnetite is an excellent absorber of microwave radiation at frequencies of between 0.5 
and 10 GHz (cell phones, for example, operate at frequencies of ~1 – 2 GHz), localised 
heating effects might be induced. 135-138 That some organisms are able to detect and respond 
to cues from the Earth’s magnetic field, through the presence of biologically formed 
magnetite NPs, is unequivocal.139 We suggest that, depending on exposure, the variable 
ingress of exogenous, pollution-derived magnetite NPs to major organs, including the 
brain, may account for some findings140-143 that extremely weak alternating  magnetic fields 




































































significant effects in biological systems. If DNA synthesis, RNA transcription and cell 
signalling, Ca++ flux, for example, can be thus affected, then the magnetic responses of ~ 
109 magnetite pollution NPs/g tissue may provide a further direct pathway to 
neurodegeneration.  
In the SN, we observe associations between clusters of Fe- (and other metals)-rich 
NPs and endosomal structures like NM. Magnetic interactions between magnetite NPs can 
enhance their response to external magnetic fields, even for particles otherwise too small (< 
~ 30 nm) to align at ambient temperature with applied magnetic fields.88 Even at low 
concentrations, Fe-rich and TiO2-NPs accelerate αSyn fibrillization, a matter of deep 
concern for individuals exposed to high concentrations of these airborne NP species,i.e., α-
synuclein fibrils can grow at much lower monomer concentrations than that required for de 
novo fibril formation.129, 144, 122 The NPs size is critical: in human neuroblastoma cells, 10 
and 30 nm ferric oxide nanoparticles significantly depleted cellular dopamine, increased 
ROS, damaged the BBB and produced neuronal α-synuclein expression.60 
 Al-rich NPs in the SN is an interesting finding, Al has, of course, been one of the 
must studied environmental agents linked with AD, with observational studies indicating 
that aluminium levels are significantly elevated in brain, serum, and CSF of AD patients.145 
Our novel results are consistent, specifically, with Perl and colleagues’ work who identified 
intraneuronal aluminum accumulations (10 – 50 × adjacent NFT-free neurons and controls) 
in hippocampal neurons bearing NFTs in AD patients.146 Using a rabbit model, Perl & 
Good 147 showed that exposure to intranasal aluminum leads to direct uptake into the brain 
and distribution along olfactory pathways. In vitro, cytotoxic and genotoxic damage by 
Al2O3 NPs has been associated with Al
3+ ion release in the acidic environment of 




































































hazard and downregulating PI3K, Akt, and mTOR1 expression and inducing neuronal cell 
death has been shown experimentally and in Al workers.149 Exley and Clarkson150 
suggested that the Al content of brain tissue in Alzheimer's disease, autism spectrum 
disorder and multiple sclerosis is significantly elevated versus controls in a study of 191 
tissue samples. 
Several SN findings in this work are remarkable, including the mitochondrial and ER 
abnormalities, and the vesicular structures and dysmorphic organelles; the latter - as 
described by Shahmoradian et al., 87surrounded by NM fragments. The observed 
accumulation of metal-rich NPs in association with the NM raises the issue reported by 
Haining and Achat-Mendes151 of NM apparently conferring ‘susceptibility to chemical 
toxicity by providing a large sink of iron-bound, heme-like structures in a pi-conjugated 
system’. Zecca et al., and Zucca et al.’s excellent152-153 papers describing the accumulation 
of neuromelanins in concentrations as high as 1.5-2.6 microg/mg tissue in putamen, cortex, 
cerebellum and a recent paper describing substantia nigrae membrane and matrix proteins 
characteristic of lysosomes at a lower number than in typical lysosomes, gave the authors 
an indication of a reduced enzymatic activity and impaired capacity for lysosomal and 
autophagosomal fusion. Highly relevant to our findings, Zucca and co-authors 153 suggested 
that: i. NM-containing organelles likely have impaired capacity for lysosomal and 
autophagosomal fusion; and ii. the accumulation of proteins of aggregation and degradation 
pathways supporting the ubiquitin-proteasome system is inadequate. Both suggestions are 
in accord with a dysfunctional autophagy and ubiquitin proteasome system (UPS) in turn 
implicated in protein aggregation and toxicity by Limanaqi et al.154 Thus, in the case of 




































































NM of highly oxidative (and magnetic), metal-rich NPs will accelerate the dopaminergic 
cell damage at earlier ages, and as documented here, children exhibit extensive damage to 
SNpc with macrophages phagocytizing neuromelanin loaded neurons. Activated microglia-
mediated engulfment of dopaminergic neurons with abundant NM could increase 
neuroinflammation on one hand and alter their role in αSyn clearance and degradation on 
the other.155 NPs engulfed by macrophages affect their phagocytosis and migration 
capabilities 156 and since macrophages are themselves a rich source of inflammatory 
mediators and matrix metalloproteinases, they can worsen tissue injury by producing ROS, 
inducing apoptosis, and exacerbating ischemic injury. 157Our Figure 4H insert illustrates a 
SNpc common phenomenon: the intimate contact between endolysosomes (EL) and 
mitochondria, an issue Wang et al.,158 discusses in the context of functional mitochondrial 
outer membrane permeabilization (MOMP) execution during cellular apoptosis signaling. 
Their exciting paper shows mitochondria are targeted by endolysosomes during MOMP 
and key to our electron microscopic observation: interactions of ELs with mitochondria 
control BAX recruitment and pore formation (most certainly an effective pathway to kill 
SNpc neurons). 
Another mechanism to take into account relates to damage to nuclear membranes by NPs: 
dysregulation of the nucleocytoplasmic transport machinery regulated by the structure and 
function of nuclear pores and mRNA export mechanisms, could result in protein 
accumulation.159 Leibiger et al., 160 have proposed that TDP-43 interferes with lysosomal 
function and its own degradation via lysosomal pathways triggering lethal autophagy. 




































































including dysregulation of RNA metabolism and pathological persistence of stress 
granules. 161,162 
Our observed magnetic concentrations, in the order SN<tectum/tegmentum/PAG< 
cerebellum, likely signal the circuits and systems affected by NP ingress, encompassing the 
SN and its connectivity-based parcellation with limbic, cognitive and motor arrangements.  
determining in part decisional and motor impulsivity, as described by Zhang et al.65 PAG 
plays a key role in emotions-related cognitive processes and in neurovegetative regulation 
66 while the cerebellum has a pivotal functional role in human affective processing.67, 163, 164, 
122, 165 The elevated concentrations of magnetite in the cerebellum are notable and recall the 
selective targeting of mercury intoxication. 166  
4.1 Significance of overlap of four distinct neurodegenerative markers in young 
pollution-exposed subjects. 
The overlap of four distinct simultaneous neurodegenerative markers (pτ, Aβ,αSyn 
and TDP-43) present in 10.98% (20/182) of young MMC urbanites appears crucial; co-
existence of markers of two relatively common diseases, sporadic AD and PD, with a less 
common amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) disease/ frontotemporal degeneration (FTD) 
suggests a common aetiological denominator. We strongly support mapping out the 
development of these fatal diseases in forensic autopsies of young people - without either 
clinical evidence and/or morbidities associated with neurodegeneration – enables 
characterization of the earlier neurodegenerative pathomechanisms taking decades to 
become openly clinical. Because NP pollution loadings and compositions will differ 
between different locations, even within the same city, similar investigations of young 




































































the identification of potential environmental and/or other factors in common. 
Hyperphosphorylated tau was by far the most common misfolded protein in our subjects. 
Our TDP-43 immunohistochemistry findings in SN neurons and nonmotor brainstem nuclei 
are particularly worrisome (34/182 cases, 18.68%), given the young age of affected 
subjects: 26.8±10.5y.  We have documented in the SN an overlap between TDP-43 
pathology and αSyn in 20 cases and with p-τ in 30 subjects.Karanth and co-workers167 in a 
study of 375 autopsies of demented Alzheimer disease pathology (tau and Aβ) subjects, age 
86.9±8.0 with α-synuclein, and TDP-43 data, along with Braak neurofibrillary tangle stages 
I to VI, found 19.2% with quadruple misfolded proteins.Quadruple misfolded proteins 
patients had MMSE scores in the severe impairment range and higher odds of APOE4 
status. The authors concluded: Quadruple misfolded proteins appear to be a common 
substrate for cognitive impairment and to be associated with an aggressive course of 
disease that typically ends with severe dementia.167 They added a statement that is very 
important for our quadruple misfolding proteins findings in MMC children and young 
adults:The prevalence of comorbid α-synuclein and TDP-43 with Alzheimer disease 
pathology (tau and Aβ) may complicate efforts to identify therapies to treat and prevent 
Alzheimer disease.167We fully agreed with them.  
Gesner et al.,168 work posed a key question: Development of Neurodegeneration in 
Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis: From Up or Down? It is evident in our young subjects that 
the lower brainstem is an early TDP-43 pathology target as it involves the reticular 
formation in medulla, pons, midbrain and the SN. Moreover, we also documented glial 
cells with cytoplasmic positivity. Interestingly, Tomé et al. 169 showed evidence in 
documented AD cases that TDP-43 aggregates vary in their composition and relate to the 




































































nature and number of NPs inhaled and swallowed. Hence, where you live, how you travel, 
what air pollutants you are exposed to, and your occupational history and exposure to any 
other environmental sources of NPs are as, if not more, important than all other factors 
known to be associated with neurodegeneration (CVD, diabetes, nutrition, exercise, etc.).  
The study has shortcomings. Our major gap is the lack of funding to extend the high 
resolution scanning and transmission electron microscopy (HRSTEM) and energy-
dispersive X ray analysis (EDX). 
4.2 Concluding Remarks   
1. The neuropathological evidence from this new Mexico City study identifies unequivocal 
development of aberrant misfolding and aggregation of hyperphosphorylated tau, Aβ, ɑ 
synuclein and TDP-43 in the brainstem of children and young adults.  
2. Concentrations of Fe-rich, ferrimagnetic NPs in the brainstem vary from individual to 
individual, as expected for differing levels of NP exposure. Magnetic concentrations 
increasing in the order, SN < tectum/tegmentum/PAG < cerebellum, opens up the 
opportunity of detecting early clinical alterations in motor control learning, motor 
coordination, gait and balance 98, cognition and emotion behaviors and neurovegetative 
regulation.  
3. Strikingly, we have identified, in situ, in SNpc neuronal organelles (mitochondria and 
neuromelanin), NPs containing Fe, Al and Ti in subjects displaying immunoreactive p-τ, 
αSyn and extensive NVU and mitochondrial damage. The elongate Ti-rich NPs in the SN, 
identical to Ti NPs in neuroenteric neurons are remarkable findings. Their presence 
strongly suggests that i.the GI tract is a key portal for Ti NPs, and ii. the oral portal of entry 




































































4. The portals of entry, and the specific characteristics (composition, size, etc.,) of the NPs 
may be of key importance in defining which cells and organelles will be affected and by 
what type of damage. The SN is an early target of metal-rich, and highly magnetic NPs: p-τ 
is the most common abnormal protein in young individuals.  
5. The incursion of magnetite NPs from exogenous sources may not only induce neural 
ROS- and protein-related dysfunction. Given that magnetite formed biogenically by 
organisms can respond to small changes in magnetic field gradients and/or intensity 
(conferring a magnetoreceptive sense), it is possible that magnetite accumulated from 
exogenous sources can cause intra-cellular impacts through particle displacement/rotation, 
and by localised heating through microwave absorption.   
6. Critical here are the co-associations between pathology seen in mitochondria, ER, and 
NM and the location and abundance of exogenous, Fe-, Al- and T-rich NPs, in close contact 
with key organelles and neurofilaments, glial fibers, and chromatin. Such reactive, 
cytotoxic and magnetic NPs are a specific potential source for all of the following: altered 
microtubule dynamics; mitochondrial dysfunction; accumulation and aggregation of 
unfolded proteins; abnormal endosomal systems; altered insulin signalling; altered calcium 
homeostasis; apoptotic signalling; autophagy; and epigenetic changes.  
7. The bleak facts in sporadic PD is that the clinical motor manifestations are late 170, 171 
with no possibility of reversing the extensive damage to dopaminergic cells, while in AD, 
the cognitive deficits develop very early and deeply compromise the potential academic, 
social and economic goals in young subjects.The TDP-43 pathology seen in 18% of young 
MMC urbanites obligate us to revise the dementia numbers in Mexico and Latin America 
(LA) and the prevalence of frontotemporal dementia (FTD).172, 173, 162 Custodio et al. 172 




































































type. FTD cases range from 12 to 18 cases per 1000 people with significant differences 
among Brazilians > Peruvians>Venezuelans. Mexico and LA are experiencing major 
demographic changes with increased numbers of people ≥60y and accurate prevalence data 
for AD and FTD in Mexico are both essential but presently not available.  
8.These findings indicate that NP exposure shoud be included in any assessment of the 
neurodegenerative risk profile of each individual. 
9. Highly oxidative, magnetic, abundant, metal-rich NPs emitted in the urban atmosphere 
constitute a novel path into AD, PD and TDP-43 pathogenesis. Exposed children and young 
adults need early neuroprotection and multidisciplinary prevention efforts have to be 
implemented. Control of combustion and friction nanoparticle sources (traffic, biomass 
burning, and industry), and of engineered NPs (food products, cosmetics, toothpaste, sun 
protectors, surface disinfectants, paints, e-waste etc) becomes increasingly important and 
urgent, in order to diminish the human and economic costs of a global neurodegenerative 
epidemic. 
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Figure 1  
 
Trend of maxima PM 2.5 24-hour average concentrations registered in all monitoring stations 
of the MMC from 2004 to April 2020 and their comparison against the WHO daily mean 
average (blue solid line) and the US AQI. Data correspond to measurements from the manual 





Immunohistochemistry representative substantia nigrae pars compacta (SNpc) and 
brainstem sections from subjects in 1st through 6th decades of life. A. SNpc neuron with 
positive pτ nuclei and a few granular deposits of pτ in perinuclear location in the neuron in 
Insert. Immunohistochemistry/IHC xAT8, 3,3'-diaminobenzidine DAB/IHC, brown 
product. Scale bar 10um and 50 μm in the insert. B and C correspond to SNpc neurons in 
an 11month old baby stained with TDP-43.In B the neurons marked by arrows show strong 
nuclear staining (Scale bar 50 μm), while in C we have a neuron with strong nuclear DTP 
immunoreactivity (short arrow) contrasting with one with loss of nuclear TDP expression 
(arrow head)Scale bar 10 μm. IHC TDP-43, DAB, brown product. D. Same 11m old baby 
with a diffuse amyloid plaque in frontal cortex. IHC Aβ, red product. E and F IHC  pτ and 
DAB.E. 17y old male SNpc pτ +neurites marked by arrows while a neuron is marked by 
*.F corresponds to SNpc in a 11y old female, a long pτ + neurite is marked by short arrows 




































































two III motor cranial neurons, the one on the upper left one shows a pτ + nucleus 
(arrowhead), while the right one (short arrow), is negative. IHC pτ and DAB (Scale bar 10 
um).H same as F,11y old female frontal cortex with a blood vessel(bv) with extensive wall 
amyloid extending into the adjacent neuropil(arrows). Frontal neurons with 
intracytoplasmic Aβ are marked with arrow heads. IHC Aβ and red product (Scale bar 50 
μm).I.17y old frontal cortex with a diffuse Aβ plaque IHCAβ and red product (Scale bar 50 
μm).J.13y old female SNpc positive neurons to αSyn, the short arrows point to the + αS 
granules, the arrow head to the neuromelanin. Insert shows one strongly + αSyn lower 
brainstem pigmented neuron in the same child. The arrow head point to the neuromelanin 
and the short arrows to the + αSyn. IHC x αS and red product (Scale bar 10 um).K.14y old 
male with a +TDP-43 neuron in pontine reticular formation,the immunoreactive + particles 
are mostly in the vicinity of the nucleus (arrow heads), there is nuclear clearing (long 
arrow). The insert shows the presence of glial cytoplasmic + inclusions with coiled body-
like morphology (arrows). IHC TDP-43 DAB (Scale bar 50um). L.36y old frontal cortex 
with both diffuse (long arrow) and mature (short arrow) Aβ plaques and GFAP reactive 
astrocytes close-by. IHC Aβ and GFAP Red product/DAB for GFAP (Scale bar 10 μm).M 
40 y old male with SNpc with numerous neurons with neurofibrillary tangles (arrow 
heads), long + neurites(short arrows) and free tangle neurons(long arrows). IHC pτ and 
DAB (Scale bar 50 μm).N 32y old female SNpc with + granular cytoplasmic αSyn IHC 
αSyn and red product (Scale bar 10 μm).O. 50y male SNpc with a Lewy-body like structure 
in a heavily degranulated neuron(arrow), an adjacent neuron (arrow head) shows 
unremarkable neuromelanin. ICH x αS and red product (Scale bar 10 um). P. 27y old male 
SNpc shows a heavily degranulated neuron (arrow heads) with a TDP-43 nuclear clearing 




































































11y boy with significant cell damage and macrophages ingesting neuromelanin(Q).S, T and 
U are SNpc neurons from a 14y old boy with a small number of neuromelanin granules in 
the midst of a disintegrating cytoplasm and in proximity with macrophages and capillaries. 
In T the neuron show a typical hyaline cytoplasmic inclusion and in the upper right 
quadrant a macrophage nuclei show clumping of the chromatin (arrowhead) V. 14y old 
female with a pigmented locus coeruleus neuron showing cytoplasm disintegration and an 
attached macrophage(arrowhead).W. 15y old male with SNpc neurons with abundant NM 
and an attached macrophage ingesting NM(arrowhead).X. 22y old female, 2 SNpc neurons, 
the one on the lower quadrant shows an ill-defined cytoplasm and two nuclei likely from 
microglial cells, while the upper shows a ghost neuron with a fibrillary ill defined structure 
and a few NM granules. Y.  36y old male with a low power view of the SNpc to look at the 
numerous neurons with no NM (long arrows) at all contrasting with some with NM 
granules(short arrows).Macrophages among the degranulated neurons are marked with 
arrowheads. Z Same 36y male with close-up of the area with macrophages (arrowheads) 




Neurovascular Unit (NVU) in the substantia nigrae. Small blood vessels, including 
capillaries and small arterioles exhibited abnormal walls with activated endothelial cells 
(ECs) and leaking walls. A. Three small blood vessels are seen with leaking walls with 
clusters of lipids in the neuropil. The neuropil is vacuolated and fragments of cells are seen 
around blood vessels. Lipofuscin is seen in smooth muscle cells and pericytes. B. Three y 
old male SNpc capillary surrounded by a fragmented neuropil (*). Perivascular astrocyte 




































































Extensive areas of vacuolated neuropil with few axons remain.C. SNcp neuropil in a 12y 
male, note the patchy vacuolated and fragmented neuropil (*).Axons of different sizes and 
thickness of myelin show focal fragmentation. D. A close-up of a blood vessel in an area 
close to the one shown in C. Note the close contact between the RBC and the endothelial 
surface. The arrow heads show the contact area and the presence of nanoparticles (NPs). 
NPs are also seen in the endothelial cell nucleus (arrows)in close contact with the 
heterochromatin. 
Figure 4  
 
Substantia nigrae representative electron micrographs from 1st through 3rd decades of life. 
A. Eleven m old with a SNpc neuron with very few neuromelanin (NM) structures but 
already significant damage to the neuropil i.e., large vacuolated spaces with debri, 
fragments of macrophage-like cells (Mϴ) and few axons. 
B. Same neuron as in A to show the few NM (arrows) and an abundant endoplasmic 
reticulum (ER). 
C.Twelve y old SNpc neuron with a cluster of NM in a paranuclear location. Note the close 
contact of axons around this neuron with only a few, small areas of loosening neuropil(*). 
D.A close-up of the NM cluster to show the uniform size between rough endoplasmic 
reticulum RER. 
E. In the same neuron, a close-up of the nucleus and nucleolus and the loosing of the 
neuropil adjacent to the neuron cell membrane (*). 
F. It is clear the presence of NPs in close contact with heterochromatin (arrows) and the 
double nuclear membrane with NPs at the intersection (arrowhead). Numerous small 




































































G. Fifteen y old NM close-up adjacent to dilated ER and abnormal mitochondria (M). 
Inside the NM we observe NPs (arrows) and lipid structures (lf). 
H.Same as G to show another NM with NPs (white arrows) and mitochondria with NPs 
inside (black arrow) and dilated ER.In the Insert a close contact between the NM and a 
mitochondria, a relationship expected between a mitochondria and ER, not a NM. 
I.Abundant and dilated RER with NPs inside (arrow). 
J. Oligodendroglia are exhibiting fragmentation (*) and its surrounding axons vary in size 
and thickness of the myelin. 
K. Twenty-six y old SNpc to show a distinct fibrillary structure with NPs (arrows) in the 
midst and closely attached to a lipid lipofuscin like structure. 
L.An area with dilated ER and abnormal mitochondria. In the close contact between the 
dilated ER and the small mitochondria (arrowhead) the resultant MERC is abnormal. 
Figure 5 
Substantia nigrae representative electron micrographs from beyond 5th decade of life. 
A. Seventy-one y old MMC resident substantia nigrae, 1μm toluidine blue section showing 
substantia nigrae pars compacta neurons with abundant cytoplasmic neuromelanin (NM) 
(long arrows) in sharp contrast with neurons with scanty cytoplasm, few NM and small 
nuclear fragments (arrowheads). Blood vessels are marked with an L in their lumen and 
some small vessels have a vacuolated perivascular neuropil (*). 
B. Same subject as A, this neuron shows abundant NM and several macrophage-like cells 
around. The lower macrophage nucleus (arrowhead) shows a pyknotic nucleus, while the 
upper two (long arrows) exhibit an intact nuclear membrane but their cytoplasm is 




































































C.At greater magnification, is clear the neuronal cytoplasm is vacuolated and there are 
clearing of the cytoplasm around a disrupted nucleus. The neuronal inclusion with 
dysmorphic organelles is adjacent to the empty space (*).  
D.The intracytoplasmic inclusion characterized by filaments, membrane fragments, 
dysmorphic organelles and lipids (Shahmoradian et al., 2019) is marked by several arrows. 
E.A small blood vessel in the vicinity of the neuron in B-D, with a RBC in the lumen and a 
tight junction (Tj) (arrow) in the endothelial cell. 
F. The Tj at higher power shows a common finding in substantia nigrae endothelial cells: 
the abundant nanoparticles decorating the structure (arrow). 
G.  Cell nuclei with numerous NPs both in the heterochromatin (arrows) and in the nuclear 
matrix(arrowheads). 
H. Small blood vessel with a lumen (L) and abundant lipofuscin in close contact with beta 
β-pleated sheet twisted tubules (arrows). A cluster of cross section sheet in close contact 
with a lipid portion of lipofuscin (arrowheads). 
I.Perineuronal macrophages are very common in older subjects and contain numerous 
lysosomes and rare structures with a lattice image(arrow). 
J. At higher magnification, the lattice image has 10 layers of well ordered fringes with a 
perpendicular alignment(arrows). 
Figure 6  
SNpc electron micrographs of a 32y old male corresponding to Figures 7 and 8. 
A. The neurovascular unit in this individual is abnormal, with neuropil breakdown (*) and 
the perivascular astrocyte end-feet dissociating from the capillary wall. In close contact 
with the blood vessel (arrowhead) an elongated fragment of a macrophage-like cell(M) is 




































































in various locations, within the wall of the capillary (black arrow) and in empty neuropil 
(double arrow). 
B.SNpc neuron with NM granules and RER.Note the numerous NPs in different organelles 
within the cell (short arrows), including within the NM.The mitochondria show abnormal 
cristae and the spaces between the ER and other organelles exhibits  vaculated, empty areas 
(*). 
C.The abnormal mitochondria show numerous NPs, of different sizes within the cristae, 
matrix and double membrane. ER structures are dilated and short. 
 
Figure 7 A, B. High magnification high-angle annular dark field-scanning/transmission 
electron microscopy  (HAADF-STEM) of SN tissue, 32 y old subject (also please see 
Figure 8); B: a higher magnification image of the bright, electrodense NPs (marked as 1, 2 
and 3) shown in the area in the white box in A. C. EDXA spectrum for the area shown in B. 
D – F. elemental maps for the area shown in B.  
Figure 8. A and F: HAADF-STEM of NPs around a mitochondrion in SN tissue, 32 y old 
subject (B and G higher magnification images of the bright, electrodense NPs shown in the 
white box in A and F, respectively); C – E: elemental maps for the particles in the white 
box shown in A; H – J: elemental maps for the area shown in F.  
Figure 9A and B:HAADF-STEM of Ti-bearing elongated laths, in neuroenteric tissue 
sample from a 39y old male with both AD and PD hallmarks; C EDX spectrum for the area 






































































Figure 10.  Room-temperature SIRM values versus age for A. SN samples, B. 
ectum/tegmentum/PAG, C. cerebellum, and D. box plots, showing significant differences 














































































Table 1. Room temperature SIRM values for a representative sub-cohort of the MMC 
subjects, and calculated concentrations and number concentrations of magnetite NPs: SN = 






 (10-6 Am2 Kg-1) 
Magnetite concentration 
µg/g 
No. magnetite particles 
109/g 
    SN TTP CB SN TTP CB SN TTP CB 
1 12 1.8 3.92 3.31 0.13 0.28 0.24 1.61 3.52 2.97 
2 15 1.36 13.7 6.05 0.10 0.99 0.44 1.22 12.30 5.43 
3 15 9.37   0.3 0.68   0.02 8.41   0.27 
4 17 1.52 0.5   0.11 0.04   1.36 0.45   
5 17 0.53 4.57   0.04 0.33   0.48 4.11   
6 20 36.23 15.32 10.16 2.63 1.11 0.74 32.52 13.75 9.12 
7 20 1.02 0.63 2.11 0.07 0.05 0.15 0.91 0.57 1.89 
8 20     0.5     0.04     0.45 
9 20     3.37     0.24     3.02 
10 22 0.52 0.87 30.2 0.04 0.06 2.19 0.47 0.78 27.11 
11 23 1.37   6.07 0.10   0.44 1.23   5.45 
12 24 1.02 5.55 1.03 0.07 0.40 0.08 0.92 4.99 0.93 
13 24 0.89 0.95 4.49 0.07 0.07 0.33 0.80 0.85 4.03 
14 26 0.6 3.37 0.69 0.04 0.24 0.05 0.54 3.02 0.62 
15 26 4.08 0.49 11.72 0.30 0.04 0.85 3.67 0.44 10.52 
16 27 0.53 1.02   0.04 0.07   0.47 0.92   
17 29 1.9 24.73   0.14 1.79   1.70 22.20   
18 31   3.97 4.08   0.29 0.30   3.56 3.66 
19 31 1.54 5.72 15.93 0.11 0.41 1.15 1.38 5.13 14.30 
20 32 2.95 2.97 5.01 0.21 0.22 0.36 2.65 2.67 4.50 
21 34     2.84     0.21     2.55 
22 35     14.25     1.03     12.79 
23 36 2.35 1.39   0.17 0.10   2.11 1.25   
24 39 0.9 8.78 6.51 0.07 0.64 0.47 0.81 7.88 5.85 
25 45 1.1 1.99 1.32 0.08 0.14 0.10 0.99 1.79 1.19 
26 50 2.07 3.91 6.47 0.15 0.28 0.47 1.86 3.51 5.81 
27 61 0.2 1.86   0.02 0.14   0.18 1.67   
28 71 3.62 4.92 18.46 0.26 0.36 1.34 3.25 4.42 16.57 
29 75 0.29 1.96   0.02 0.14   0.26 1.76   
30 75 2.64 1.22   0.19 0.09   2.37 1.09   
31 85 5.23 0.34   0.38 0.03   4.69 0.31   
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Figure 8. A and F: HAADF-STEM of NPs around a mitochondrion in SN tissue, 32 y old subject (B and G 
higher magnification images of the bright, electrodense NPs shown in the white box in A and F, respectively); 
C – E: elemental maps for the particles in the white box shown in A; H – J: elemental maps for the area 
shown in F.  
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